Cancer adjuvant chemotherapy strategic classification by artificial neural network with gene expression data: An example for non-small cell lung cancer.
Adjuvant chemotherapy (ACT) is used after surgery to prevent recurrence or metastases. However, ACT for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is still controversial. This study aimed to develop prediction models to distinguish who is suitable for ACT (ACT-benefit) and who should avoid ACT (ACT-futile) in NSCLC. We identified the ACT correlated gene signatures and performed several types of ANN algorithms to construct the optimal ANN architecture for ACT benefit classification. Reliability was assessed by cross-data set validation. We obtained 2 probes (2 genes) with T-stage clinical data combination can get good prediction result. These genes included 208893_s_at (DUSP6) and 204891_s_at (LCK). The 10-fold cross validation classification accuracy was 65.71%. The best result of ANN models is MLP14-8-2 with logistic activation function. Using gene signature profiles to predict ACT benefit in NSCLC is feasible. The key to this analysis was identifying the pertinent genes and classification. This study maybe helps reduce the ineffective medical practices to avoid the waste of medical resources.